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/e prediction of stock price movement direction is significant in financial studies. In recent years, a number of deep learning
models have gradually been applied for stock predictions. /is paper presents a deep learning framework to predict price
movement direction based on historical information in financial time series. /e framework combines a convolutional neural
network (CNN) for feature extraction and a long short-termmemory (LSTM) network for prediction. We specifically use a three-
dimensional CNN for data input in the framework, including the information on time series, technical indicators, and the
correlation between stock indices. And in the three-dimensional input tensor, the technical indicators are converted into de-
terministic trend signals and the stock indices are ranked by Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient (PPMCC). When
training, a fully connected network is used to drive the CNN to learn a feature vector, which acts as the input of concatenated
LSTM. After both the CNN and the LSTM are trained well, they are finally used for prediction in the testing set. /e experimental
results demonstrate that the framework outperforms state-of-the-art models in predicting stock price movement direction.

1. Introduction

Financial time series prediction, particularly stock price
movement prediction, has been one of the most difficult
problems for investors and researchers. Forecasting the
direction of stock price movement accurately plays a key role
in determining to buy and sell a stock. However, stock price
is easily affected by macro- or microeconomics, such as
interest rates, exchange rates, and monetary policy, making
prediction become a challenging task. Motivated by great
profits in stock market investment, researchers and specu-
lators have focused on stock market prediction research for
decades. Traditional statistical methods like logistic re-
gression, exponential average, ARIMA, and GARCH were
used to predict the stock price movement [1, 2]. However,
statistical methods are under an assumption that the time
series is generated from a linear process and therefore ex-
hibits a poor performance in nonlinear stock price move-
ment prediction. Accordingly, due to the great success in
nonlinear field, machine learning and deep learning
methods are gradually applied in forecasting stock price

movement. Most of them performed two-stage predictions,
which are extracting features and then using them as input to
the model to make predictions.

Feature extraction is one of the most important parts in
stock prediction process. Better market features always
contribute to better predictions. Technical analysis is mostly
performed to extract features from the original market data
[3]. Machine learning methods such as kNN, ANN, SVM,
and RF are often utilized to learn the relationship between
the features from the technical analysis and price movement
[3, 4]. Moreover, deep learningmethods, especially for CNN,
which have achieved great success in computer vision and
image processing, are also used for feature extraction. A time
series to image conversion approach was proposed in [5], in
order to help CNN extracting useful features from financial
variables. Nevertheless, in the approach, the potential in-
fluence from correlated stock markets was ignored. To
address this problem, a three-dimensional input tensor
construction approach was designed in [6], which is capable
of extracting features from correlated stock markets. In-
spired by their idea, this paper also employed this three-
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dimensional input tensor construction approach for feature
extraction. Another important part in stock prediction
process is selecting or enhancing a model. Recent research
studies had revealed that deep learning models are superior
to traditional machine learning models in financial market
prediction [7–10]. CNN [8], RNN [10], and LSTM [11] were
commonly used deep learningmodels in predicting the stock
price movement. In addition, constructing hybrid models is
a popular way to enhance the performance of model, such as
SVM-ANN model [12], CNN-SVM model [13], and CNN-
LSTM model [14–20].

In this study, we proposed a hybrid model consisting of
CNN and LSTM to predict the direction of stock price
movement. On the one hand, we improved the three-di-
mensional input tensor for CNN to extract features. /ere are
two differences between our approach and Hoseinzade and
Haratizadeh’s approach [6]. First, Hoseinzade and Haratizadeh
used a diversity of financial variables including stock prices,
technical indicators, and stock indices from other markets to
construct a three-dimensional input tensor as the input of a
specified CNN model. In their input tensor, the influence of
transformation of technical indicators and the degree of cor-
relation between other stock markets are ignored, while in our
improved three-dimensional tensor, technical indicators were
converted into deterministic trend signals following a certain
rule and stock markets were ordered according to PPMCC.
Another difference lies on that the predictionmodel used in [6]
is a specified CNN, while in our approach, a hybrid model
consisting of CNN and LSTM is employed. And the hybrid
model is able to combine the advantages of CNN in feature
extraction with the advantages of LSTM in time series pre-
diction. On the other hand, we proposed a CNN-LSTMmodel
for stock price movement forecast. Compared with other
CNN-LSTM models [14–20], the main difference between
them and our proposed hybrid model lies on the CNN-based
feature extraction module. /eir feature extraction modules
mainly aimed at extracting features from one-dimensional or
two-dimensional input variables, while ours was aimed at
three-dimensional input tensor. Different purposes lead to
different structures of feature extraction modules. /e final
experimental results demonstrated that the improvement on
input tensor and the combination of CNN and LSTM can
significantly improve the prediction performance of the model.

In brief, the main contributions of this work can be
summarized as follows:

(1) We built an improved three-dimensional input
tensor for CNN by converting the technical indi-
cators into deterministic trend signals and using
PPMCC to order the correlated stock indices.

(2) We designed a CNN-based feature extraction
module, which is suitable for extracting features
from the three-dimensional input tensor.

(3) Extensive experiments demonstrated that our im-
provement on the three-dimensional input tensor
can significantly improve prediction performance,

and our proposed model outperforms several state-
of-the-art models in terms of F-measure.

/e rest of the paper is organized as follows. /e related
work is introduced in Section 2. Section 3 proposes our
framework and methods. Section 4 provides extensive ex-
periments. Finally, the conclusion is drawn in Section 5.

2. Related Work

In stock market forecast domain, the previous research
approaches are usually categorized into two groups. One
focuses on achieving better feature extraction from a series
of financial variables. /e other attempts to improve pre-
diction performance by enhancing the models.

2.1. Feature Extraction. Extracting useful features from a
diverse set of financial variables is one of the most important
issues in stock price movement prediction. A better pre-
diction performance can be gained by having better input
features. Technical analysis can be used to extract market
features from the original financial variables. And stock
prediction often uses technical analysis to form features used
as input for the models. As reported by Shynkevich et al. [3],
approximately 20% of stock market prediction models use
technical indicators as input features. /ese models used for
extracting market features from technical indicators mainly
include machine learning models and deep learning models.

ANN and SVM are commonly used machine learning
models for feature extraction in stock market prediction.
/enmozhi and Chand [21] used SVM to extract infor-
mation transmission features from six global markets over
the period from 1999 to 2011 to predict stock returns. Patel
et al. [4] focused on investigating the effect of feature ex-
traction on the prediction performance of models. /ey
employed four machine learning models, which are ANN,
SVM, RF, and NB, to extract features from ten technical
indicators that were converted into deterministic trend
signals and then made predictions in Indian stock markets.
/eir results showed that converting technical indicators
into deterministic trend signals is beneficial to feature ex-
traction and hence improving prediction performance.

As a typical deep learning model, CNN had exhibited
great ability for feature extraction in computer vision and
image processing. Recently, it was gradually applied to
extract market features in stock prediction fields. Persio and
Honchar [22] used CNN to extract features from a one-
dimensional input variable which is obtained from the
history of close price. To compensate for the lack of sufficient
information in one-dimensional input, researchers
attempted to provide more sufficient financial variables for
CNN to extract market features. In fact, some researchers
directly used the candlestick chart as the input of CNN
[23, 24]. Furthermore, instead of directly taking the image as
the input of CNN, Sim et al. [25] employed high-frequency
data of close price to construct the input image as the input
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for CNN model. Sezer and Ozbayoglu [5] proposed a time
series to image conversion approach, which utilized 15
technical indicators and 15 different intervals of technical
indicators to generate a 15 × 15 input image. However, in the
approach, the potential influence from correlated stock
markets was ignored. To address this problem, Hoseinzade
and Haratizadeh [6] recently proposed an approach to build
a three-dimensional input tensor for CNN to extract market
features. And the experimental results showed the effec-
tiveness of the three-dimensional input tensor in extracting
features and hence contribute to improve the performance
of the model in predicting the direction of the stock price
movement.

2.2. Model Enhancement. Combining the model with other
techniques is a common way to improve the prediction
performance. In [26], the authors used Harmony search and
GA to enhance traditional ANN model and then utilized
enhanced ANN to make a prediction. And the results
showed that the proposed ANN model is found as a
dominant model compared with the other models. Besides,
Yin and Bai [27] designed an adaptive SVR for stock data at
different time scales. Experimental results showed that the
improved SVR with dynamic optimization of learning pa-
rameters by PSO can achieve a better result than the tra-
ditional SVR. However, in recent years, machine learning
models are challenged by deep learning models in stock
market prediction [28]. By investigating the Chinese stock
market, Chen et al. [8] found that the deep learning model
outperforms the backpropagation, the extreme learning
machine, and RBFNN in stock price prediction. Similarly,
Yu and Yan [9] designed a DNN model based on PSR and
LSTM to predict stock prices. By predicting multiple stock
indices for different periods, they found the proposed DNN
model gets a higher prediction accuracy than ARIMA, SVR,
and MLP. Furthermore, a similar conclusion can be drawn
in [29].

Designing a hybrid model is another popular way to
enhance the prediction performance of single-structure
model. In [12], a two-stage fusion approach was proposed.
SVR in the first stage and the second stage involves different
models, including ANN, RF, and SVR. Experiments on
Indian stock market demonstrated the effectiveness of the
fusion prediction models. Zhou et al. [30] developed a
learning architecture by cascading the logistic regression
model onto the GBDT for predicting the stock indices. Cao
andWang [13] established a hybrid prediction model, which
consists of CNN and SVM, to make stock market predic-
tions. And the results illustrated that the combination of
CNN and SVM can significantly improve the model’s
prediction performance. Long et al. [31] proposed an end-to-
end model named MFNN for feature extraction on stock
price movement prediction task. In their model, both
convolutional and recurrent neurons were integrated to
construct the multifilter structure. Experiments on Chinese
stock market index CSI300 showed the superiority of MFNN
to traditional machine learning models, statistical models,
CNN, RNN, and LSTM in terms of the accuracy,

profitability, and stability. In fact, a more commonly used
hybrid model is the CNN-LSTM model [14–20]. For ex-
ample, in [14], the authors found that the CNN-LSTM
model is superior to LSTM and CNN in stock price
movement prediction. In [17], Li et al. added an attention
mechanism to the CNN-LSTMmodel and further improved
its scalability and prediction accuracy. Similarly, Zhou et al.
[18] developed a generic framework by using LSTM and
CNN for adversarial training to predict stock price direction
in the high-frequency stock market and achieved significant
results.

3. The Proposed Framework

/e architecture of our proposed model is illustrated in
Figure 1, which is comprised of three major steps, including
input data representation, CNN for feature extraction, and
LSTM for prediction.

3.1. Data Representation

3.1.1. Data Labelling. In the field of forecasting stock price
movement, the price movement direction often was clas-
sified into two classes: up and down [6, 32]. Class labels
indicate the movement direction of the stock price. In this
paper, the labels are computed by using the daily close price
of a stock index. Let Ct be the close price for a stock index on
day t. /e class label for the t-th day is defined as

targett �
1, Ct+1 >Ct,

0, otherwise.
 (1)

3.1.2. Transformed Deterministic Signals. It is well known
that technical indicators are widely used in stock market
prediction. In this paper, we employ ten technical indicators
and convert them into deterministic trend signals for pre-
diction since Jigar et al. [4] demonstrated that trend de-
terministic values of technical indicators are better than the
native values of technical indicators in stock trend fore-
casting. Table 1 presents the specific details.

3.1.3. Input Tensor Building. In [32], the authors ordered the
features in the two-dimensional input matrix according to
the correlation between instances and features before they
are presented as input to the CNN. And their results showed
that the CNN with a specifically ordered features outper-
forms CNN that utilizes randomly ordered features. Inspired
by their idea, we try to apply this correlation to the three-
dimensional input tensors for CNN.

In Figure 2, we show the representation of the three-
dimensional input tensor. In this paper, i, j, and k are 10, 10,
and 11, respectively. In the proposed framework shown in
Figure 1, the input is a three-dimensional tensor, each di-
mension of which represents the number of technical in-
dicators, the number of trading days, and the number of
correlated stock indices, where there are i converted de-
terministic variables from the technical indicators for each of
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Figure 1: /e framework of the proposed model for prediction.

Table 1: Description of selected technical indicators and deterministic signals.

Name of indicators Formulas Rules for deterministic trend signals
Simple moving
average SMAt � Ct + Ct− 1 + · · · + Ct− n/n

If Ct > SMAt, label “1”; otherwise, label
“0”

Weight moving
average WMAt � n · Ct + (n − 1) · Ct− 1 + · · · + Ct− n/n + (n − 1) + · · · + 1 If Ct >WMAt, label “1”; otherwise,

label “0”

Momentum MOMt � Ct − Ct− n

If MOMt > 0, label “1”; otherwise, label
“0”

Stochastic K% Kt � Ct − LLt− (n− 1)/HHt− (n− 1) − LLt− (n− 1) × 100 If Kt >Kt− 1, label “1”; otherwise, label
“0”

Stochastic D% Dt � 
n− 1
i�0 Kt− i/n

If Dt >Dt− 1, label “1”; otherwise, label
“0”

Moving average
convergence
divergence

MACDt � MACDt− 1 + 2/n + 1(DIFFt − MACDt− 1)

DIFFt � EMA(12)t − EMA(26)t

If MACDt >MACDt− 1, label “1”;
otherwise, label “0”

Relative strength
index RSIt � 100 − 100/1 + (

n− 1
i�0 UPt− i/n)/(

n− 1
i�0 DWt− i/n)

If RSIt < � 30 or RSIt >RSIt− 1, label
“1,” and if RSIt > � 70 or RSIt <RSIt− 1,

label “0”

William’s %R WRt � Hn − Ct/Hn − Ln × 100 If WRt >WRt− 1, label “1”; otherwise,
label “0”

Commodity channel
index

CCIt � Mt − SMt/0.015Dt, Mt � Ht + Lt + Ct/3, SMt � 
n
i�1 Mt− i+1/n,

Dt � 
n
i�1 |Mt− i+1 − SMt|/n

If CCIt < − 200 or CCIt >CCIt− 1, label
“1,” and if CCIt > 200 or CCIt <CCIt− 1,

label “0”
Accumulation/
distribution oscillator ADt � Ht − Ct− 1/Ht − Lt

If ADt >ADt− 1, label “1”; otherwise,
label “0”

Ct, Lt, and Ht denote the close price, low price, and high price at time t, respectively; LLt and HHt represent, respectively, lowest low and highest high in the
last t days; UPt means upward price change while DWt is the downward price change at time t. EMA refers to the exponential moving average,
EMA(k)t � EMA(k)t− 1 + α × (Ct − EMA(k)t− 1), α � 2/k + 1, and k denotes the time period of k− day exponential moving average.
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these markets, j days used for prediction, and k correlated
market indices.

Different from [6], in our three-dimensional input
tensor, the technical indicators are transformed into de-
terministic trend signals and the stock indices are ranked by
PPMCC. Actually, PPMCC is one of the most common
measurements of determining linear dependence, which is
capable of reflecting the degree of linear correlation between
two variables [33, 34]. /e calculation formula is as

,

follows:

ρp,q �


n
t�1 xp,t − xp  xq,t − xq 

����������������������������


n
t�1 xp,t − xp)2 

n
t�1 xq,t − xq)2

 (2)

where xp,t and xq,t are the values of the p-th and the q-th
feature on the t-th day index. xp and xq are the average
values of the p-th and q-th feature. n represents the number
of data. If ρp,q > 0, there is a positive correlation, and if
ρp,q < 0, it is negatively correlated; otherwise, it is linearly
independent.

In detail, we take the calculation of PPMCC between
S&P 500 and DJIA as an example. xp,t and xq,t in equation
(2) are close prices of S&P 500 and DJIA on the t-th day,
respectively. xp and xq are the corresponding average of the
close price of S&P 500 and DJIA. n is the number of trading
days in S&P 500. Following equation (2), we can obtain the
PPMCC between S&P 500 and DJIA. /e PPMCC between
S&P 500 and the other 10 stock indices can also be obtained
in a similar way. And the results can be found in Figure 3.
/erefore, the order of stock indices in the three-dimen-
sional input tensor is S&P 500, NASDAQ, DJIA, RUSSELL,
NYSE, DAX, N225, FTSE, CAC40, HSI, and SSE.

3.2. CNN for Feature Extraction. In general, the CNN model
includes several layers [35], such as the input layer, the con-
volutional layer, the pooling layer, the fully connected layer,
and the output layer. In this paper, we do not employ the
pooling layer because Yang et al. [36] claimed in the financial
study that if a pooling layer is adopted, the information would
probably be lost. Specifically, the convolutional layer is
designed for performing convolution operations on the input
data. Actually, the convolution operation can be considered as a
filter used for the input data. /e size of a filter suggests its
coverage. Moreover, all the filters share the same weights in the
convolution operation, and the weights are updated in training.
Similar to [6], Figure 2 exhibits how the 1 × 1 filter works in the
three-dimensional input tensor. Next, a fully connected layer is
used for linking the flattened layer to the output layer, which is
a MLP network that can perform the prediction and classifi-
cation operations.

Inspired by [32], the authors used a parallel convolu-
tional layer to generate multiple time series representations
of different time scales and achieved significant results. And
in the proposed CNN feature extraction module, there are 5
layers, including a parallel convolutional layer, a merge layer,
two convolutional layers, and a flattened layer, which are
shown in the virtual line frame of Figure 4. In the parallel
layer, the convolutions for different branches are indepen-
dent of each other. In the merged layer, all extracted features

of parallel layers are concatenated. /en, the concatenated
feature will be processed by the remaining two convolutional
layers. Finally, the flattened layer obtains the feature vector.
Notably, the fully connected and the output layer are only
used for training, and in testing, the LSTM network replaces
them and is concatenated with the feature vector generated
from the flattened layer.

A specific configured in the CNN feature extraction
module shows that the input tensor is a matrix of 10 by 11
with a depth of 10./e parallel convolutional layers perform
1 × 1 and 3 × 3 convolutional operations, and the filters both
are ten, after which there is one convolutional layer with ten
3 × 5 filters, and in the next convolutional layer, ten 3 × 1
filters are utilized. By the way, in each convolutional layer,
the padding method takes “same.” /en, a flattened layer is
used to generate the feature vector. When training, the
flattened layer is concatenated with a fully connected net-
work consisting of two hidden layers: the first layer has 10
neurons and the second layer has 2 neurons. Specifically, the
loss function is categorical cross entropy, epochs are 24, and
batch size is 32 in our experiments. Finally, the “softmax”
activation function is employed in the output layer.

3.3. LSTM for Prediction. In the combination model, the
LSTM network, concatenated with the trained CNN, is used
for final prediction. Specifically, the feature vector generated
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from the flattened layer acts as the input for the LSTM
network to make a prediction. /e LSTM network is
comprised of an input layer, a hidden layer, and an output
layer. In detail, the hidden layer, including the memory cells,
is the main characteristic of LSTM networks. Each of the
memory cells has three gates designed for maintaining and
adjusting its cell state st: a forget gate (ft), an input gate (it),
and an output gate (ot). Specifically, each of the gates can be
considered a filter to fulfill a certain purpose. /e forget gate
and the input gate define which information to remove from
and add to the cell state, respectively. /e output gate
specifies which information from the cell state will be uti-
lized as output.

Figure 5 illustrates the structure of a memory cell. We
formulate the LSTM model to process time series of stock
indices, referring to the literature [37]. During a forward
pass, ht denotes an output of LSTM at day t and can be
calculated as follows:

ft � sigmoid Wfvvt + Wfhht− 1 + bf ,

st � tanh Wsvvt + Wshht− 1 + bs ,

it � sigmoid Wivvt + Wihht− 1 + bi( ,

st � ft ⊙ st− 1 + it ⊙st,

ot � sigmoid Wovvt + Wohht− 1 + bo( ,

ht � ot ⊙ tanh st( ,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(3)

where W∗ is the weight matrix and vt is the input vector at
time t. ft, it, and ot are forgotten, input, and output gates at
time t, respectively.st and st denote the distorted input to the
memory cell and the content of the memory cell at time t. In
addition, ht represents the value of the hidden node, and the
symbol ⊙ represents the elementwise production operation.
/e corresponding details of the back propagation through
time are introduced in [38].

In terms of the configuration of the LSTM network, the
optimizer adopts the “Adam” optimization algorithm, the
loss function is a categorical cross entropy, epochs are 12,

and batch size is 64. As for the time steps, the number of
hidden neurons, and the dropout rate, we present the levels
instead of specified values. Details can be found in Table 2.
For each stock index, the determination of these param-
eters is according to the prediction performance on the
validation set. Notably, the proposed model is imple-
mented by Python with a version of 3.5.4. We mainly use
such machine learning libraries as “Keras” and “NumPy”
for various functionalities.

4. Experiments

In this study, we use 11 influential international stock
market indices, including CAC40, DJIA, S&P 500, NAS-
DAQ, DAX, FTSE, NYSE, HSI, N225, SSE, and RUSSELL.
/e data are from the period of January 4, 2010, to December
29, 2017. All the data are downloaded from Yahoo Finance
(https://finance.yahoo.com/).
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In addition, our experimental scheme for the investi-
gation is based on the proposed deep learning framework,
called “CNN3D-DR+LSTM,” and the workflow of proposed
model can be seen in Figure 6. Besides, the main steps are
described as follows:

(1) Data preprocessing: the original dataset is used to
generate the labels and the deterministic trend sig-
nals, which act as the input within three-dimensional
tensors. /en, the stock indices in the three-di-
mensional tensor are ranked by PPMCC.

(2) Data partitioning: all the labelled data are first di-
vided into 3 parts—the training set for training, the
validation set for parameter determination, and the
testing set for performance evaluation.

(3) Training: the training dataset is used to train the
CNN connecting with a fully connected neural
network and then the trained CNN is used to gen-
erate a series of feature vectors, which act as the input
of the LSTM neural network. Next, we set different
parameters and use the obtained feature vectors to
train the LSTM network. /en, we use the validation
set to evaluate the prediction performance of the
hybrid model. /e parameters of optimal prediction
performance are obtained.

(4) Testing: the testing dataset and the trained CNN are
used to compute the feature vectors and then they are
put into LSTM with optimal parameters for pre-
dicting the direction of stock price movements.

(5) Evaluation: the prediction performance is evaluated
by comparing the predicted value with the real ones.

4.1. EvaluationMethodology. /e evaluation scheme is based
on the confusion matrix for two-class classification shown in
Table 3; here, tp, fp, fn, and tn denote true positive, false
positive, false negative, and true negative counts, respectively.
Precision, recall, accuracy, and F-measure are commonly used
indicators to evaluate the prediction performance, and the
corresponding formula is as follows:

precision �
tp

tp + fp
,

recall �
tp

tp + fn
,

accuracy �
tp + tn

tp + fp + tn + fn
,

F − measure �
2∗ precision∗ recall
precision + recall

.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(4)

Accuracy is an important evaluation indicator. However,
it may not be suitable for an unbalanced dataset [32]. For a
full assessment of the prediction performance, we also take
precision, recall, and F-measure into consideration. In order
to evaluate the prediction performance for each class, the
precision, recall, and F-measure take the mean of values for
positive and negative classes. By the way, the mean of the
F-measure values for positive and negative classes is also
called macroaverage F-measure [6, 32]. Furthermore, we use
the ROC curve that is created by plotting the TPR against the
FPR at different possible thresholds to visualize the per-
formance of the proposed models. And the AUC (area under
the ROC curve) is taken as an overall performance measure
because it is independent of the cutoff value. /e higher the
AUC value is, the better prediction performance that the
model achieves.

4.2. Experiments on S&P 500. In this section, we conduct
extensive experiments on the S&P 500 to investigate the
effectiveness of the proposed model. For the simplicity of
description, we let “D” represent the fact that the technical
indicators have been converted into deterministic trend
signals, and we let “R” represent the fact that the stock
indices in the three-dimensional tensor have been ranked by
PPMCC. Specifically, we design several models for com-
parative experiments as follows:

(1) CNN3D: we take a three-dimensional input tensor as
the input data for a CNN model to make a pre-
diction. In the input tensor, the value of a technical
indicator is normalized and not converted to de-
terministic trend signals.

(2) CNN3D-DR: in this model, the difference from
CNN3D is the fact that the technical indicators in the

Table 3: Confusion matrix for two-class classification.

Actual/predicted Positive Negative
Positive tp fn
Negative fp tn

Table 2: LSTM parameters and their levels in the hybrid model.

Parameters Levels
Time steps 6, 7, 8, . . ., 14, 15
Number of hidden neurons 50, 100, 150, 200
Dropout rate 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4

Stock indices

Data preprocessing and
building 3D input tensors

Testing setTraining set Partition for training,
validation, and testing sets

Validation setTraining CNN

Using trained CNN
to compute FVtrain

Using validation set and
FVtrain to find the optimal

parameters of LSTM

Traning CNN-LSTM model

Performance evaluation

Using trained hybrid
model to make

predictions on testing set

Figure 6: /e workflow of the proposed model.
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input tensor are transformed into deterministic
trend signals and the stock indices in the tensor are
ranked by PPMCC.

(3) LSTM-D: to test the LSTM network, the determin-
istic trend signals transformed from technical in-
dicators are utilized as the input to make predictions.

(4) CNN3D+LSTM: regardless of the deterministic
trend signals, the CNN is used to extract features
from the three-dimensional input tensor, while the
LSTM network is employed for making predictions.
/e input tensor used here is the same as in CNN3D.

(5) CNN3D-D+LSTM: in the three-dimensional input
tensor, the technical indicators are transformed into
deterministic trend signals but the stock indices are
not ranked. And the CNN is used to extract features,
while the LSTMnetwork is used to make predictions.

(6) CNN3D-DR+LSTM: in contrast to CNN3D+LSTM,
in the input tensor, the technical indicators are
transformed into deterministic trend signals and the
stock indices are ranked by PPMCC.

First of all, we divide the dataset into three parts: training
set, validation set, and testing set. /e validation set is used
to determine the optimal parameters in LSTM network.
Here, we define c as the ratio of training set and validation
set to the testing set. For example, c � 80/20 means that the
ratio of training set and validation set is 80% of dataset, while
the testing set is 20%. For simplicity, we set the ratio between
training set and validation set as 4 :1. Table 4 shows the
macroaverage F-measure of CNN3D-DR+LSTM with dif-
ferent parameters on validation set in S&P 500 when
c � 80/20. And we can find the optimal time steps in LSTM
is 6, the optimal number of hidden neurons is 100, and the
optimal dropout rate is 0.3.

/en, we design a group of experiments with different
sizes of the training set and the testing set to detect the
suitability and robustness of the proposed framework. We
conduct experiments on S&P 500 and exhibit the average
prediction results of the experiments with c. c can be set to
60/40, 65/35, 70/30, 75/35, and 80/20, and Table 5 presents
the corresponding optimal parameters. Furthermore, we
show the average performance of different models with
different c in Table 6. For a clearer visualization, we illustrate
the results in Figure 7.

To compare the results of CNN3D and CNN3D-DR, we
find that CNN3D-DR can provide better average perfor-
mance. In particular, in the comparison between the
CNN3D+LSTM and the CNN3D-DR+LSTM, the
CNN3D-DR+ LSTM shows significant superiority com-
pared to the CNN3D+LSTM, which demonstrates that the
improvement of three-dimensional input tensor can sig-
nificantly improve the prediction accuracy. Furthermore,
neither CNN3D-DR nor LSTM-D defeats CNN3D-
DR+ LSTM, indicating that the hybrid model is effective in
improving prediction performance. In brief, the CNN3D-
DR+ LSTM outperforms the others in the given situation
and demonstrates that the improvement of three-dimen-
sional input tensor and the combination of CNN and LSTM

can improve the prediction performance. To better evaluate
the performance of stock price movement direction pre-
diction, we illustrate the ROC curves of different experiment
groups where c takes 80/20 in Figure 8, from which we can
find that the area under the ROC curve (AUC) of the
proposed model is larger than the others.

4.3. ComparisonwithOtherModels. In addition, we conduct
a group of experiments to evaluate the performance of the
proposed model compared with several state-of-the-art
models. We apply all the models in predicting stock price
movement direction on five different stock indices, which
are S&P 500, DJIA, NASDAQ, NYSE, and RUSSELL, re-
spectively. In the comparison with other models, we divide
the dataset into 2 parts: the first 80% of the data is used for
training, while the remaining 20% acts as the testing data.
Accordingly, the performance of these models is compared
in terms of the average macroaverage F-measure.

In terms of the proposed hybrid model, Table 7 shows its
optimal parameters on different stock indices. Besides, in
other models, the same parameter settings reported in the
original paper are used. /e details of other models are
described as follows:

(1) PCA+ANN [39]: first, the initial data are mapped to
a new feature space by using PCA. /en, we use the
resulting representation of the data to train a three-
layered ANN for stock price direction prediction. In
the hidden layer, the number of neurons is set to 10
and a tangent sigmoid function is used. And a lo-
gistic sigmoid transfer function is used in the output
layer.

(2) SVM [4]: ten technical indicators are represented as
trend deterministic data and are then fed into SVM
to predict stock price index movement. For each
stock, the optimal parameters of SVM are obtained
from several given parameter levels. By the way, the
selected ten technical indicators are same as this
paper.

(3) CNN-cor [32]: the feature set is extracted from
different technical indicators, price and temporal
information, and then ordered by the correlations
between instances and features. Finally, the ordered
features are used to build a two-dimensional input
matrix for the specified CNN to predict the direction
of stock price movement.

(4) CNNpred [6]: a diverse set of financial variables,
including technical indicators, stock indices, com-
modities, future contracts, etc., is used to construct
three-dimensional input tensors. /en, the input
tensors are fed into a specified CNN model to make
predictions.

(5) CNN+LSTM: we implement a common CNN-
LSTM model for comparison. In the model, ten
technical indicators are used to construct a two-
dimensional input data for CNN to extract features.
/e ten technical indicators are the same as those in
[4] and the parameters of CNN are the same as this
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Table 4: /e macroaverage F-measure of CNN3D-DR+LSTM with different parameters on validation set in S&P 500 when c � 80/20.

Number of hidden neurons Dropout rate
Time steps in LSTM

n� 6 n� 7 n� 8 n� 9 n� 10 n� 11 n� 12 n� 13 n� 14 n� 15

N� 50

0.1 0.6289 0.6107 0.6213 0.5865 0.5583 0.5912 0.5708 0.5546 0.5368 0.5767
0.2 0.6057 0.6055 0.5928 0.5759 0.5565 0.6254 0.5720 0.5888 0.5787 0.5492
0.3 0.6177 0.6070 0.5801 0.6235 0.5943 0.6059 0.5640 0.5622 0.5445 0.5445
0.4 0.6147 0.6207 0.5822 0.6070 0.5604 0.6131 0.5593 0.5599 0.5559 0.5582

N� 100

0.1 0.6095 0.6033 0.6156 0.5980 0.5883 0.6223 0.5739 0.5572 0.5467 0.5380
0.2 0.5879 0.6069 0.5792 0.5874 0.5988 0.6442 0.5753 0.5821 0.5783 0.5505
0.3 0.6506 0.6190 0.5980 0.5950 0.5540 0.6217 0.5723 0.5993 0.5545 0.5555
0.4 0.5998 0.6107 0.5996 0.5950 0.5681 0.6028 0.5681 0.5991 0.5405 0.5593

N� 150

0.1 0.6095 0.6295 0.5950 0.5794 0.5644 0.5884 0.5811 0.5555 0.5559 0.5613
0.2 0.6170 0.6010 0.5876 0.6021 0.5876 0.6258 0.5940 0.5458 0.5915 0.5622
0.3 0.6057 0.6093 0.5876 0.6137 0.5816 0.6187 0.5786 0.5678 0.5368 0.5626
0.4 0.5863 0.6123 0.5749 0.6026 0.5597 0.6203 0.5487 0.5686 0.5661 0.5603

N� 200

0.1 0.6043 0.6198 0.6040 0.5809 0.5712 0.6284 0.5375 0.5661 0.5456 0.5245
0.2 0.5981 0.6174 0.5869 0.6033 0.5621 0.5919 0.5708 0.5858 0.5467 0.5670
0.3 0.6035 0.6093 0.6047 0.5988 0.5943 0.6150 0.5895 0.5970 0.5268 0.5513
0.4 0.6078 0.6204 0.5869 0.5853 0.5742 0.6269 0.5357 0.5670 0.5473 0.5783

Table 5: Optimal parameters of CNN3D-DR+LSTM for different c in S&P 500.

c Time steps in LSTM Number of hidden neurons Dropout rate
60/40 8 100 0.1
65/35 9 50 0.1
70/30 6 50 0.3
75/25 6 100 0.4
80/20 6 100 0.3

Table 6: /e average performance of the experiments with different c.

Metrics c CNN3D CNN3D-DR LSTM-D CNN3D+LSTM CNN3D-D+LSTM CNN3D-DR+LSTM

Accuracy

60/40 0.5082 0.4957 0.5202 0.4993 0.5693 0.5833
65/35 0.5095 0.5009 0.5348 0.5130 0.5605 0.5728
70/30 0.4798 0.4952 0.5339 0.5079 0.5991 0.6160
75/25 0.4856 0.5200 0.5229 0.5150 0.5968 0.6316
80/20 0.4878 0.5180 0.5175 0.5010 0.5653 0.5916

Average 0.4942 0.5060 0.5258 0.5072 0.5782 0.5991

Precision

60/40 0.5019 0.4954 0.5124 0.4991 0.5671 0.5818
65/35 0.5071 0.4985 0.5317 0.5029 0.5529 0.5650
70/30 0.4904 0.4927 0.5150 0.5004 0.5929 0.6107
75/25 0.5045 0.5165 0.5006 0.5222 0.5921 0.6281
80/20 0.4949 0.5183 0.5089 0.5009 0.5620 0.5894

Average 0.4998 0.5043 0.5137 0.5051 0.5734 0.5950

Recall

60/40 0.5017 0.4964 0.5107 0.4992 0.5635 0.5779
65/35 0.5062 0.4975 0.5276 0.5027 0.5513 0.5621
70/30 0.4938 0.4937 0.5130 0.5002 0.5910 0.6094
75/25 0.5034 0.5155 0.5003 0.5218 0.5897 0.6249
80/20 0.4951 0.5184 0.5087 0.5008 0.5596 0.5860

Average 0.5001 0.5043 0.5121 0.5049 0.5710 0.5921

F-measure

60/40 0.4954 0.4951 0.4962 0.4986 0.5602 0.5754
65/35 0.4989 0.4980 0.5154 0.5000 0.5507 0.5609
70/30 0.4632 0.4923 0.5043 0.4989 0.5912 0.6096
75/25 0.4791 0.5157 0.4911 0.5141 0.5894 0.6250
80/20 0.4875 0.5163 0.5072 0.4995 0.5577 0.5845

Average 0.4848 0.5035 0.5028 0.5022 0.5698 0.5911
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Figure 7: /e average performance of the experiments with different c. (a) Accuracy. (b) Precision. (c) Recall. (d) F-measure.
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Figure 8: ROC curves of different models when c � 80/20.
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paper. Besides, LSTM is utilized for price direction
forecasting. /e time steps, number of hidden
neuron, and dropout rate are 10, 50, and 0.1,
respectively.

Table 8 shows the average results. In addition, we also
show the best performance of the models in Table 9. /e
experimental results on different stock indices demon-
strate that the proposed model is superior to the other
common models, including ANN, SVM, CNN, and
CNN+ LSTM.

5. Conclusion

/is paper presented a combined deep learning framework
with CNN and LSTM neural networks to predict the stock
price movement direction. First, we improved the three-
dimensional input tensor by transforming the technical
indicators into deterministic trend signals and ranking the
correlated stock indices according to PPMCC. /en, we
designed a CNN-based module for feature extraction. Fi-
nally, we employed a LSTM network for stock price
movement direction prediction.

Extensive experiments demonstrated that the deter-
ministic trend signals and the ranked stock indices in the
three-dimensional input tensor play a significant role in
improving the prediction performance. Moreover, the result
of comparing with several state-of-the-art models showed
the superiority of the proposedmodel in predicting direction
of the stock price movement.

In future work, it would probably be a core challenge to
design better learning models via intelligently extracting
more valuable features to further improve the prediction
performance.

Abbreviations

ANN: Artificial neural network
ARIMA: Autoregressive integrated moving average
CAC40: CAC40 index
CNN: Convolutional neural network
DAX: DAX performance index
DJIA: Dow Jones industrial average
DNN: Deep neural network
FPR: False positive rate
FTSE: FTSE 100 index
GA: Genetic algorithm
GARCH: Generalized autoregressive conditional

heteroscedasticity
GBDT: Gradient boosted decision tree
HSI: Hang Seng index
kNN: k-nearest neighbor
LSTM: Long short-term memory
MFNN: Multifilter neural network
MLP: Multilayer perception
N225: Nikkei 225 index
NASDAQ: NASDAQ composite index
NB: Naive Bayes
NYSE: New York stock exchange index

Table 8: Average macroaverage F-measure of different models.

Market model PCA+ANN SVM CNN-cor CNNpred CNN+LSTM CNN3D-DR+LSTM
S&P 500 0.4469 0.4963 0.3928 0.4837 0.5165 0.5864
DJIA 0.4150 0.4595 0.3900 0.4979 0.5036 0.6215
NASDAQ 0.4199 0.4284 0.3796 0.4931 0.5081 0.5860
NYSE 0.4070 0.4299 0.3906 0.4751 0.5007 0.5910
RUSSELL 0.4525 0.5102 0.3924 0.4846 0.5241 0.5987
Average 0.4283 0.4649 0.3891 0.4869 0.5106 0.5967

Table 9: Best macroaverage F-measure of different models.

Market model PCA+ANN SVM CNN-cor CNNpred CNN+LSTM CNN3D-DR+LSTM
S&P 500 0.5627 0.5208 0.5723 0.5532 0.5345 0.6061
DJIA 0.5518 0.5594 0.5253 0.5612 0.5280 0.6418
NASDAQ 0.5487 0.4776 0.5498 0.5576 0.5423 0.6005
NYSE 0.5251 0.5012 0.5376 0.5592 0.5214 0.6053
RUSSELL 0.5665 0.5115 0.5602 0.5787 0.5476 0.6181
Average 0.5510 0.5141 0.5491 0.5620 0.5348 0.6144

Table 7: Optimal parameters of the proposed model in different stock indices when c takes 80/20.

Stock index Time steps in LSTM Number of hidden neurons Dropout rate
S&P 500 6 100 0.3
DJIA 10 50 0.1
NASDAQ 9 200 0.3
NYSE 6 50 0.1
RUSSELL 10 200 0.1
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PPMCC: Pearson product-moment correlation
coefficient

PSO: Particle swarm optimization
PSR: Phase-space reconstruction
RBFNN: Radial basis function neural network
RF: Random forest
RNN: Recurrent neural network
ROC: Receiver operating characteristic
RUSSELL: RUSSELL 2000 index
S&P 500: S&P 500 index
SSE: SSE composite index
SVM: Support vector machine
SVR: Support vector regression
TPR: True positive rate.
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